Rockys Road to Sunshine

The hardest thing I ever had to do was to explain to my young daughter that sometimes bad
things happen to good people, and we dont know why. Her life had been turned upside down
by a medical condition that came out of nowhere and didnt want to leave. So Rocky was born.
Rocky was like every other rock in his neighborhood. All the rocks had friends that would
come and play, and talk about whats going on. When the nearby construction started, everyone
was nervous but they were all in it together. That is until they dug up Rocky and found out he
was different than all the others. Rocky was isolated from the rest and put away in a different
spot where there were different noises and machines. It could be possibly how a child would
view a hospital room or a new bedroom in a strange place. Rocky works his way through the
ordeal and in the end realizes that things can be different, and still be good. The illustrations
by John Quilter hark back to a simpler time when things moved a little slower and were a lot
less complicated. We purposely wanted this story to have the feel of an age old classic,
something that one could depend on every time it was read. I was pleasantly surprised when
we received feedback from adults and how it was affecting them. Some were using the story to
relate the loss of family, or a change in themselves to children they know. When going through
economic changes, divorces, and veterans returning home, are when one could use a little help
making the tough topics more understandable. I believe if you give Rocky a chance, you will
find a friend that will always be around to comfort those who need a little guidance to find
their place in the sunshine.
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A road trip is the easiest way to experience BC's natural beauty, small towns, and Ski Road
Tripâ€”The Powder Highway Rockies & Ranchlands Circle Route.
Canadian Rockies Routes Breathtaking scenery of glacier-fed lakes, majestic mountains and
ferocious rivers. Choose a route or a destination to explore. Within the unique world of rail
travel, Rocky Mountaineer is so much more than just a train. It's the key to unlocking a hidden
world of unparalleled beauty as you . Labrador-husky cross Rocky jumped into the icy waters
of Canada's North Saskatchewan River, allowing Samara Sunshine, nine, As he and his dog
tried to get closer to the young girl, the ice gave way beneath them. By the.
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